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Abstract

Signature verification requires high reliability. Especially in the writer-independent sce-

nario with the skilled-forgery-only condition, achieving high reliability is challenging but

very important. In this paper, we propose to apply two machine learning frameworks,

learning with rejection and top-rank learning, to this task because they can suppress am-

biguous results and thus give only reliable verification results. Since those frameworks

accept a single input, we transform a pair of genuine and query signatures into a single

feature vector, called Paired Contrastive Feature (PCF). PCF internally represents simi-

larity (or discrepancy) between the two paired signatures; thus, reliable machine learning

frameworks can make reliable decisions using PCF. Through experiments on three public

signature datasets in the offline skilled-forgery-only writer-independent scenario, we eval-

uate and validate the effectiveness and reliability of the proposed models by comparing

their performance with a state-of-the-art model.
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1. Introduction

The reliability of the prediction in machine learning has always been widely con-

cerned [1]. Mainly, researchers often use class likelihood for evaluating reliability. For

example, the class prediction is considered more reliable when the class likelihood of a

specific class is 0.9 than 0.8. However, it is also known that the class likelihood is not5

accurate due to, for example, the overconfidence problem by the softmax-based classifi-

cation. Consequently, specific application scenarios that require high reliability need a

unique mechanism to guarantee reliability.

Signature verification [2, 3] is a typical application that requires high reliability. As

shown in Figs. 1 (a) and (b), the signature verification task can be classified into writer-10

dependent and writer-independent scenarios3. For the writer-dependent scenario, we

need to construct models for every individual writer. In contrast, the writer-independent

scenario uses only one model that works for all writers. Accordingly, if we realize a

reliable writer-independent signature verification model, it is far more practical than the

writer-dependent models.15

This paper proposes the Paired Contrastive Feature (PCF) for highly reliable writer-

independent signature verification. The left part of Fig. 2 shows the process for obtaining

a PCF. PCF is derived by pairing the features of two signatures; one is the genuine refer-

ence, and the other is the query signature. The features from these signatures are trained

to be contrastive, enhancing the difference between genuine and forgery signatures. Thus,20

PCF is designed to carry the advantage of contrastive features.

The sample pairing operation of PCF realizes compatibility with machine learning

frameworks for high reliability. More specifically, as shown in the right part of Fig. 2,

we introduce two independent machine learning frameworks for highly reliable signature

verification. The first is learning with rejection (LwR). Figure 3 (a) shows the general idea25

of LwR, where a rejection function r determines whether a sample should be rejected or

not. Unlike conventional heuristic rejection rules, LwR learns a rejection function r and

a rejection feature space, along with a classifier f and a classification feature space. By

3From another viewpoint, the signature verification task is classified as online and offline. The former

deals with signatures as temporal signals and the latter as bitmaps. Although the proposed models

apply to online signature verification, this paper focuses on offline signature verification.
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Figure 1: Two scenarios of signature verification. ‘Q’ and ‘G’ refer to query and genuine reference

signatures, respectively.
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Figure 2: Overview of this paper: proposal of PCF and its application to two machine learning frame-

works, learning with rejection and top-rank learning, for highly reliable signature verification.

this co-training process of two functions and two feature spaces, LwR realizes accurate

and efficient rejection and will make more reliable predictions for non-rejected samples.30

As shown in Fig. 3 (b), PCF representation allows us to employ LwR for reliable writer-

independent signature verification; if LwR rejects a PCF, the classifier does not predict

whether the paired query and reference samples are written by the same writer or not.

This applicability to LwR exhibits the usefulness of PCF, which treats a pair of samples

as a single sample.35

The second reliable machine learning framework is top-rank learning. Figure 4 (a)

shows standard “learning to rank” and (b) shows top-rank learning. The former, espe-

cially bipartite ranking, provides a ranking function that gives a higher rank value to a

positive sample than most negative samples; this objective is equivalent to maximizing

Area Under the Curve (AUC) for the ROC [4] shown in (c). Top-rank learning (b) has40

a different objective; it tries to maximize the absolute positives, which refers to positive

samples with higher rank scores than the top-ranked negative sample. By this specific

objective, top-rank learning can find out “reliable” positive samples distant from all neg-
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Figure 3: (a) General idea of learning with rejection (LwR), which uses a specific feature space and

a rejection function for determining the samples to be rejected. (b) With PCF, LwR can handle the

writer-independent signature verification task. The coordinate axis represents a two-dimensional feature

space in which the data is distributed.

ative samples. Consequently, as shown in (d), by using PCF, it is possible to realize the

highly reliable signature verification system that only accepts definitely genuine samples45

via absolute positive PCFs.

We will quantitatively and qualitatively show that the above two machine learning

frameworks realize reliable writer-independent signature verification systems with PCF.

For the experimental analysis, we use three public signature datasets in the “skilled-

forgery-only” condition, which makes writer-independent verification far more difficult50

than the “random-forgery” condition. A detailed comparative study with SigNet [5], a

state-of-the-art technique in the skilled-forgery-only condition, has also been conducted.

The main contributions of this work are as follows:

• We propose PCF, which converts a pairwise prediction task into a sample-wise

prediction task and is thus useful for writer-independent signature verification.55

• To the authors’ knowledge, this is the first application of two machine-learning

frameworks, LwR, and top-rank learning, to highly reliable signature verification.

We emphasize that the above property of PCF makes this application possible.

• Various experiments with multiple evaluation metrics proved the high reliability of

the results quantitatively and qualitatively.60
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Figure 4: (a) Standard learning to rank. The ranking function is trained to give a higher rank value for

positive samples (depicted as •) than negatives (×). (b) Top-rank learning, whose objective is to have

more absolute positives. (c) The difference between (a) and (b) in Receiver Operating Characteristic

(ROC) curves. (d) Reliable signature verification by top-rank learning with PCF.

Part of this work has been presented in a recent workshop paper [6], where the initial

idea of PCF and its application to top-rank learning are introduced. From the workshop

paper, this paper has significant differences in the following points. Firstly, we newly

incorporate PCF into LwR for reliable verification with a rejection option. (In other

words, only top-rank learning was examined in [6].) The result indicates that LwR with65

PCF is beneficial for reliable signature verification. Moreover, it is also shown that

our LwR with PCF outperforms a rejection technique with a naive threshold operation.

Secondly, we reconsider all experimental conditions and then perform all experiments

from scratch to enhance the confidence of the results. For example, the results are

evaluated through ten-time random (but writer-disjoint) data splittings. (In other words,70

there are no identical experimental results as [6].) Thirdly, we use more datasets for the

proposed models in this work for a better and more general evaluation. Specifically, by

newly using UTSig [7], we show that our top-rank learning with PCF can successfully

detect the intrinsic difficulty of UTSig in achieving highly reliable results.
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2. Related Work75

2.1. Pairwise learning

Pairwise learning [8] refers to a specific learning strategy that optimizes the loss

function by a pair of training samples. The loss function of pairwise learning should

act on a pair instead of a single input. Metric learning [9] is a typical example of

pairwise learning. The metric learning approach is committed to learning a function80

that gives the discrepancy between an input pair by grasping their contra distinctive

feature representations. We will introduce the details in the next section.

Even though pairwise learning attracts increasing attention nowadays, there is still

little effort to improve its prediction reliability. In a recent review work [10] where the

pairwise learning method is one of the main topics, the authors especially introduced85

some “reliable” pairwise learning-based models with specific architectures and learning

mechanisms [11, 12, 13]. However, even learning in a pairwise manner, existing methods

treat the two inputs separately and never combine them. This is the major difference

between the existing methods and the proposed PCF.

2.2. Metric learning with contrastive loss90

As noted above, metric learning [9, 14] is a typical pairwise learning task. The

objective of the metric learning method is to obtain an appropriate feature representation

such that the samples with the same labels are close together and the samples with

different labels are apart. In addition to its theoretical interests, it is useful for various

applications, including signature verification[3] and person re-identification [15].95

There are various metric learning methods, such as Euclidean distance[16]-based and

the Mahalanobis distance[17]-based methods. Besides, [18] is a linear transformation

method and [19] is a nonlinear transformation method using kernel functions [20, 21].

Further, deep learning-based methods [14, 22] with nonlinear activation functions can

possess better performance than kernel-based methods for their superior feature repre-100

sentation capability.

Siamese network [23] is a popular deep learning-based model specialized in metric

learning tasks. The Siamese network is composed of two identical networks with shared

weights, which learns a representation that maps similar inputs alongside each other.
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Researchers apply the Siamese network to various tasks based on its contrastive feature105

learning characteristic. He et al. proposed a twofold Siamese network for real-time object

tracking by implementing semantic feature learning and similarity matching [24]. Ji et

al. proposed a cross-attention Siamese network for video-based salient object detection

by adopting a convolutional neural network (CNN)-based self-attention module and a

cross-attention module along with a Siamese structure [25]. SigNet [5], also based on a110

Siamese network, has achieved state-of-the-art performance for the signature verification

task.

2.3. Learning with rejection

An appropriate rejection operation can enhance the reliability of prediction, and it

is helpful for various machine learning tasks such as handwriting recognition [26] and115

image classification tasks [27]. A simple and empirical rejection trial is to suspend the

ambiguous predictions around the classification boundary. In an early work [28], Fumera

et al. designed an algorithm for rejection based on ROC curves in binary classification.

The obtained threshold is theoretically guaranteed to be optimal. Even in recent studies,

the threshold-based method is still a popular choice regarding rejection [29, 30].120

In contrast to the threshold-based rejection option, LwR, which learns an independent

rejection function along with a classification function, is also a promising approach.

The most significant advantage of LwR over its heuristic threshold-based counterpart

is its ability to introduce a flexible and independent rejection function. Cortes et al.

proposed a learning algorithm that can obtain a classification function and a rejection125

function at the same time [31] based on statistical learning theory. Mozannar et al.

considered another LwR system using not only a rejection function but also the decision

of a human expert [32]. SelectiveNet [33] also follows the concept of LwR and learns a

highly representational classifier and rejector using a CNN-based structure. However, to

the best of the authors’ knowledge, the application of LwR to the signature verification130

task has not been fully discussed. This paper shows that the proposed PCF enables us

to apply LwR to signature verification with high reliability.
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2.4. Learning to rank

Learning to rank strategy [34, 35] is one of the best choices for tasks requiring high re-

liability such as signature verification [36, 37] and medical image recognition [38]. Among135

existing ranking methods, bipartite ranking [39] is a typical learning-to-rank approach.

The learning objective of the bipartite ranking is to obtain a scoring function that gives

higher values to positive samples than negative ones, as shown in Fig. 4 (a). This objec-

tive is equivalent to maximizing the Area Under the Curve (AUC), and thus bipartite

ranking has been utilized in various domains [40, 41, 42] where high AUC is required.140

Top-rank learning [43, 44] is a special type of bipartite ranking. It focuses on the

ranking performance at the top rather than overall. More precisely, top-rank learning

aims at maximizing the number of absolute positives, that is, to maximize the number

of positive samples with higher rank scores than any negative sample. Such a learn-

ing objective is reasonable for tasks requiring highly reliable prediction like signature145

verification.

Zheng et al. [38] proposed a representation learning approach for top-rank learning by

using Neural Network (NN) to minimize the loss of p-norm push [45]. In contrast to the

previous methods based on either linear or non-linear kernel [43, 44], the model in [38]

can achieve high performance even for complicated recognition tasks. While top-rank150

learning is appropriate for signature verification tasks, its applicability to such tasks has

not yet been discussed. In this paper, we propose a novel top-rank learning model with

PCF that works effectively for signature verification tasks.

2.5. Signature verification

Signature verification tasks can be categorized into writer-dependent and writer-155

independent scenarios [46], as explained in Section 1 and Figs. 1 (a) and (b). Also,

from another point of view, signature verification tasks have online and offline scenar-

ios [47, 48]. Online signature verification approaches use the information on signa-

tures’ pressure and stroke, and the researchers usually consider a time-series analysis.

In contrast, offline signature verification uses only signature image information, which160

is more practical but makes verification harder. As an extensive survey, paper [2] com-

prehensively explores the methods and performance of signature verification models in
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various scenarios, including both online and offline, as well as writer-dependent and

writer-independent settings, over the last 10 years. In this paper, we concentrate on

the offline writer-independent scenario according to its better practicality and greater165

demand for reliability.

Various methods have been proposed to obtain the discriminative features from the

signature image. Zois et al. proposed a method to extract features from signatures based

on asymmetric pixel relation, focusing on details of the static signature images [49]. A

wrapper feature selection method is proposed in [50] to combine and select features170

obtained from multiple perspectives. Parcham et al. in [51] proposed a combination of

CNN and Capsule Neural Networks for capturing spatial properties of signature features

to improve the verification performance.

SigNet [5] is the state-of-the-art skilled-forgery-only signature verification method.

It employs a Siamese network to obtain the representation for signature verification175

tasks via metric learning with contrastive loss. The empirical results in [5] validated

the effectiveness of metric learning with contrastive loss over the standard classification

approaches. Although the SigNet is proposed in 2017, it still achieves state-of-the-art

performance in skilled-forgery-only signature verification tasks with a brief structure.

However, even in the writer-independent scenario, the existing signature verification180

methods focus on the feature mapping for each signature image. Still, they pay little

attention to the contrastive relation within the signature pair. As aforementioned, in

the writer-independent scenario, we have a pairwise input (query and genuine reference).

So that it is more reasonable to utilize the information of a pair of signatures instead

of a single signature; thus, we consider PCF, which is obtained via a contrastive feature185

extraction using the pairs of signature images.

3. Paired Contrastive Feature (PCF) for Signature Verification

In this section, we present the concept of Paired Contrastive Feature (PCF) for sig-

nature verification. We begin by defining PCF and explaining its components. We then

discuss the utilization of PCF for signature verification tasks, emphasizing its compat-190

ibility with writer-independent scenarios. Finally, we delve into the generation method

of PCFs and introduce the Siamese network as a key component.
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3.1. Definition of PCF

As introduced in Section 1, PCF is a feature vector composed of two contrastive

features. As shown in Fig. 2, G is a genuine reference whose real writer k is known. A195

genuine query Q+ is a signature also written by the writer k. A forgery query Q− is a

signature not written by k. Let g, q+, and q− denote their contrastive feature vectors,

respectively. We will explain the details of contrastive feature extraction in Section 3.3.

As shown in Fig. 2, a positive PCF is defined as x+ = g ⊕ q+, where ⊕ is the vector

concatenation operation. Similarly, a negative PCF is x− = g⊕q−. If we have L0 genuine200

references and Lg genuine queries for each of K writers in our training set, we have a

positive PCF set Ω+ = {x+
i }mi=1, where m = L0LgK. Similarly, if we have Lf forgery

query for each writer, we have a negative PCF set, Ω− = {x−
j }nj=1, where n = L0LfK.

3.2. Utilizing PCF for Signature Verification

The utilization of PCF enables writer-independent signature verification, and various205

machine-learning models can be applied. The simplest one is to use a standard binary

classification model like the support vector machine (SVM); if a PCF is classified as

positive, the same writer writes the query and the reference. As detailed in Section 4,

this paper uses more sophisticated machine learning methods to realize a highly reliable

signature verification with PCF.210

The general verification process with PCF is as follows. First, we train a verifica-

tion model using Ω = Ω+ ∪ Ω−. Then, given a PCF x = g ⊕ q, the trained model

determines whether the writer of g writes q. It is important to note that in our writer-

independent scenario, the writer(s) of g and q is not included in the K writers of the

training signatures. This means the trained model can apply to the PCFs of arbitrary215

writers.

We use PCF in the skilled-forgery-only condition; that is, the forgery query Q− is

written to be similar to the genuine reference G. Past attempts of signature verification

often assume a more relaxed (i.e., far easier) condition, called random forgery; for ex-

ample, when G is a signature of “Alice,” a signature of “Bob” can be a random forgery.220

Therefore, it is easy to find forgeries. In contrast, our skilled-forgery-only condition does

not consider random forgeries but the forgery of the same signature “Alice.” Moreover,
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it should be skilled, that is, Q− is visually similar to G. Consequently, our condition

is much more challenging than the random-forgery condition. We, however, believe this

challenging condition is more practical and appropriate for our “reliable” signature ver-225

ification.

3.3. Generating PCFs

To generate PCF, we employ contrastive feature extraction, which aims to emphasize

inter-writer differences and minimize intra-writer differences. More precisely, g and q+

should be similar and g and q− different. This means that we emphasize inter-writer230

differences and eliminate intra-writer differences before creating PCF.

We employ a Siamese network as the contrastive feature extractor for PCF. The

Siamese network has also been used in SigNet [5], which is a state-of-the-art signature

verification model in the skilled-forgery-only condition. The Siamese network is CNN-

based and compares features of two input samples by the so-called contrastive loss. The235

contrastive loss becomes smaller by minimizing the distance between the feature vectors

from the same class (the same writer, in our case) and maximizing the distance from

different classes.

4. Two Approaches of Highly Reliable Signature Verification with PCF

4.1. Learning with rejection and PCF240

As introduced in Section 1 and Fig. 3, LwR learns a rejection function and its rejection

feature space simultaneously with a classification function and its classification feature

space. Consequently, ambiguous samples are rejected to guarantee that the non-rejected

samples are classified with high reliability. As described below, LwR has a very different

framework from its heuristic counterpart, where a rejection threshold is applied to the245
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trained classification function. Roughly speaking, LwR follows an end-to-end training

manner, whereas the latter follows a two-step manner.

Let f(x) ∈ {0, 1} and r(x) ∈ [0, 1] be a classification function and a rejection function,

respectively. Then, we use the following decision rule:

(f, r)(x) =

f(x) if r(x) ≥ 0.5,

rejected if r(x) < 0.5.

(1)

Figure 5 shows the network structure for co-training two functions f(x) and r(x)

with PCF. Given a PCF input x, the network outputs the predictions of f(x) and r(x).

These two functions are co-trained with the representations for x by the CNN in Fig. 5.250

As shown in Fig. 5, r(x) employs extra fully-connected layers with ReLU. Thus, the

feature space of r(x) is different from the classification feature space of f(x).

Following SelectiveNet [33], we use two loss functions, L1 and L2, to train the network

model. The first loss function L1 is about rejection and is defined as

L1 = R+ λmax(0, c− C)2, (2)

where λ is a hyper-parameter. Here, rejection risk R is formulated as

R =
1

m+ n

m+n∑
i=1

lCE(f(xi), yi)r(xi)/C, (3)

where the lCE(z) is a cross-entropy loss and therefore lCE(f(xi), yi)r(xi) is the loss for255

not rejecting a misrecognized sample xi. Coverage C specifies the ratio of samples not

getting rejected:

C =
1

m+ n

m+n∑
i=1

r(xi). (4)

In the rejection riskR, dividing by C is necessary to avoid a trivial solution that r(xi) ≡ 0,

which implies rejecting all samples.

Eq.(2) is derived by converting the following hard-constrained minimization problem260

into a soft-constrained problem:

minR subject to C ≥ c. (5)

The hyper-parameter c specifies the ratio of samples that remains after rejection. Here-

after, we call c target coverage and C actual coverage. The constraint in Eq.(5) is in-

troduced to avoid excessive rejections that make the actual coverage smaller than the
12
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target coverage. The other hyper-parameter λ in Eq.(2) controls the strength of the265

soft-constraint term max(0, c−C). In Eq.(2), this term is squared for strictly penalizing

the case of c > C.

The other loss function L2 is introduced to optimize the classifier f independently

and defined as:

L2 =
1

m+ n

m+n∑
i=1

lCE(f(xi), yi). (6)

Finally, by combining L1 and L2, the overall loss is formulated as:

Loverall = αL1 + (1− α)L2, (7)

where α ∈ [0, 1] is a hyper-parameter to balance the two loss functions.

4.2. Top-rank learning with PCF

Another framework for highly reliable signature verification proposed with PCF is

top-rank learning. As noted in Section 1 and Fig. 4, the objective of top-rank learning

is to maximize pos@top, which is formulated as:

pos@top =
1

m

m∑
i=1

I

(
t(x+

i ) > max
1≤j≤n

t(x−
j )

)
, (8)

where I(·) is an indicator function. Pos@top refers to the ratio of “absolute positives”270

to all m positive samples, and the absolute positives are positive samples with higher

ranking scores than any negative samples. More specifically, if a sample x+
i satisfies the

condition of the indicator function in Eq. (8), it is an absolute positive. The absolute

positives are regarded as highly reliable positive samples. This is because they are ranked

even higher than the top-ranked negative, which is the most “positive” negative, defined275

as max1≤j≤n t(x
−
j ).

13



Top-rank learning with PCF can realize a very strict (i.e., very reliable) signature

verification. Assume that we get the ranking function t(x) that maximizes pos@top.

Then, we find a top-ranked negative and its rank score ttopneg for a given test set.

Finally, if a PCF x = g ⊕ q becomes an absolute positive, that is, if t(x) > ttopneg, we280

verify this x to be a positive PCF and its query Q to be genuine.

This verification scheme has two important properties about the threshold ttopneg.

First, ttopneg is automatically determined by the maximization process of pos@top con-

cerning the ranking function t. Therefore, we do not need to determine the threshold by

some heuristics or naive schemes. Second, ttopneg is specified just by a single negative285

sample. Accordingly, if a (very) skilled forgery can mimic the genuine signature well,

this PCF with her/his forged signature will become a hard-negative with a high ttopneg

score, making it difficult for genuine pairs being an absolute positive. In other words,

it becomes difficult for genuine pairs to be accepted as genuine by the verification sys-

tem4. This second property indicates how our verification system is reliable even in the290

skilled-forgery-only condition.

Figure 6 shows the training process of top-rank learning with PCF. Each PCF in

a minibatch is fed to a network model for non-linear transformation and rank score

calculation. Although the original objective of top-rank learning is to maximize pos@top

of Eq. (8), direct maximization often fails in overfitting results. We therefore employ

the p-norm relaxation technique [45, 38] for converting Eq. (8) into the following loss

function:

LTopRank =
1

m

m∑
i=1

 n∑
j=1

(
l(t(x+

i )− t(x−
j ))

)p 1
p

, (9)

where l(z) = log(1+e−z) is a surrogate loss. Setting p = ∞, Eq. (9) is reduced to Eq. (8).

Setting p at a relatively smaller value (e.g., 8 or 16), Eq. (9) casts a milder effect on the

maximization of pos@top which could avoid the over-fitting issue. Another technique for

stable training is the imbalance minibatch organization. During training, the positive295

samples in each mini-batch are ranked higher than the top negative samples within that

4A similar situation occurs when intra-writer variability is large. Positive PCFs cannot be very

positive, and their rank values are not very higher than hard-negative PCFs. We will see this situation

in the later experiment with UTSig.
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Figure 7: Examples of genuine and forgery signatures from each dataset.

mini-batch. Therefore, each minibatch needs to include more negative samples to ensure

a negative sample close to the top-ranked negative sample.

5. Experimental Results

5.1. Datasets300

To evaluate the performance of the reliable writer-independent signature verification

with PCF, we applied them to three commonly used signature datasets, BHSig-B, BHSig-

H, and UTSig. Figure 7 shows examples of genuine and forgery from these three datasets.

BHSig-B and BHSig-H are two subsets in BHSig260 dataset5 and contain Bengali

and Hindi signature images, respectively. BHSig-B contains 24 genuine and 30 skilled305

forgery signatures for each of 100 writers. BHSig-H contains 24 genuine and 30 skilled

forgery signatures for each of 160 writers. UTSig dataset is a Persian signature dataset

collected from University students6. It contains 115 writers, each consisting of 27 genuine

signatures, three opposite-hand signatures, six especially-skilled forgeries by experts, and

36 skilled forgeries by ordinary people. Following the past usage [7], we treated all 45310

forged signatures as skilled forgery samples.

We chose these datasets because we focus on the “skilled-forgery-only” condition

and therefore need to use signature datasets with a sufficient number of skilled forgery

5http://www.gpds.ulpgc.es/download
6http://mlcm.ut.ac.ir/Datasets.html
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images. As noted in Section 3.2, we often find the “random-forgery” condition, where

several (rather small) datasets are mixed to make random forgeries for each other in the315

past literature. On the other hand, in this paper, we adhere to the “skilled-forgery-only”

condition because we focus on high reliability on a difficult verification task.

We used the samples from the datasets as follows. First, we prepared the same

number of positive pairs (G, Q+) and negative pairs (G, Q−) for acquiring x+ and x−,

respectively. More specifically, in BHSig-B and BHSig-H, since we have 276 and 720320

positive and negative pairs for each writer, we selected 276 randomly from 720 pairs

without duplication. Then, we randomly split them into training, validation, and test

sets with a ratio of 8 : 1 : 1 by writers7; thus, these sets become writer-disjoint. The

validation set is used for early stopping and finding proper hyper-parameters. Note that

the performance was evaluated by averaging the results on ten random splittings. Each325

sample has been resized into 155×220 pixels before the training process.

5.2. Implementation details

5.2.1. Baseline metric leaning with contrastive loss

We employed SigNet [5] as a baseline metric learning model with contrastive loss

while following the original setup. The only difference from the original setup is that330

we used the validation set to determine the number of training epochs. In contrast, the

original setup used a fixed number of epochs. This modification was slightly beneficial

for the baseline accuracy (0.806→ 0.861 for BHSig-B).

5.2.2. Preparing PCFs

The trained baseline, i.e., SigNet, was also used for preparing contrastive features335

for PCFs. Specifically, the features (g, q+, and q−) were extracted from the second last

layer of the trained SigNet and then concatenated as positive and negative PCFs (x+

and x−), as shown in Fig. 2. The dimension of the extracted feature vector is 1,024, and

therefore each PCF x is a 2,048-dimensional vector.

7Consequently, for BHSig-B for example, we get it m = n = 0.8× 276× 100 at training.
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5.2.3. Preparing the LwR model340

For the LwRmodel, we used the model of Fig. 5, where SelectiveNet [33] was combined

with PCFs. As the CNN in Fig. 5, we used the VGG-16 architecture. The validation

set was used in the training process to determine the hyper-parameter α among candi-

dates {0.5, 0.6, 0.7}. Another hyper-parameter c, which controls the minimum ratio of

non-rejected samples, was set at one of {0.7, 0.75, 0.8, 0.85, 0.9, 0.95, 1.0}. The stochastic345

gradient descent (SGD) was used to train the network.

We compared the performance of our model with SigNet [5] (i.e., the state-of-the-

art writer-independent verification method in the skilled-forgery condition) and SigNet

with a threshold-based rejection option. The latter method (denoted as “SigNet+thre”)

rejects a sample pair in a naive scheme. Specifically, a sample pair is rejected if the350

output score of SigNet falls in an interval [θ1, θ2]. These two thresholds, θ1 and θ2, are

determined with the validation set. A grid search is used with two criteria. The first

criterion is to make the ratio of non-rejected samples larger than the target coverage c8.

The second is to achieve the highest accuracy for the non-rejected samples.

5.2.4. Preparing the top-rank learning model355

As shown in Fig. 6, the inputs of the top-rank learning model are the PCFs. As for the

network model (depicted as “NN” in Fig. 6), we used four fully-connected layers with

ReLU. The hyper-parameter p was determined by the validation set from candidates

{2, 4, 8, 16, 32}. Each minibatch contains five positive and 40 negative samples. As

explained in Section 4.2, each minibatch should be imbalanced. SGD was used to train360

the top-rank learning network.

5.2.5. Evaluation metrics

To evaluate verification performance, we apply the following metrics to all models.

Accuracy: the ratio of correctly classified samples. AUC: area under the ROC curve.

EER: the rate when False Acceptance Rate (FAR) and False Rejection Rate (FRR) are365

equal. For “LwR” and “SigNet+thre,” the accuracy, AUC, and EER were calculated

8Recall that our LwR model also expects that the actual coverage C, i.e., the ratio of non-rejected

samples, becomes larger than the target coverage c.
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Table 1: The quantitative evaluation results of SigNet [5], SigNet with the rejection option

(“SigNet+thre”), and our LwR model with PCFs. All values are the average of ten-time random

data splittings with their standard deviation. Note that SigNet is the state-of-the-art method in the

skilled-forgery-only condition.

Dataset Methods Accuracy (↑) AUC (↑) EER (↓) Coverage C (c = 0.7)

BHSig-B

SigNet 0.861±0.040 0.935±0.031 0.137±0.042 no rejection

SigNet+thre 0.929±0.037 0.960±0.026 0.079±0.038 0.748±0.053

LwR 0.945±0.036 0.976±0.024 0.061±0.047 0.735±0.076

BHSig-H

SigNet 0.835±0.028 0.916±0.024 0.164±0.029 no rejection

SigNet+thre 0.912±0.028 0.952±0.024 0.096±0.025 0.692±0.077

LwR 0.926±0.027 0.959±0.018 0.088±0.031 0.631±0.121

UTSig

SigNet 0.670±0.014 0.744±0.021 0.323±0.017 no rejection

SigNet+thre 0.715±0.025 0.776±0.023 0.285±0.024 0.757±0.029

LwR 0.727±0.030 0.778±0.038 0.297±0.036 0.700±0.094

while ignoring the rejected samples. pos@top: the ratio of the absolute positives to all

positives in the test set. Note that the absolute positives are defined by the top-ranked

negative in the test set.

5.3. Results with LwR370

5.3.1. Quantitative evaluation of LwR

Table 1 shows the quantitative evaluation results of SigNet, “SigNet+thre”, and our

LwR with PCFs for each dataset. In this table, we set the target coverage c = 0.7.

For “SigNet+thre,” the target coverage was set by Section 5.2.3. Table 1 confirms the

following facts. First, as we expected, rejection options can increase the reliability of375

the verification result. By rejecting around 30% samples, LwR and “SigNet+thre” could

achieve much higher accuracies than the original SigNet. Especially the positive effect

of rejection is very significant in BHSig-B and BHSig-H datasets. Second, LwR achieved

higher accuracies than “SigNet+thre”. This fact reveals that the proposed LwR frame-

work with PCFs can reject ambiguous samples more efficiently by utilizing its learnability380
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Figure 8: Average accuracy and the actual coverage C at different target coverage on (a) BHSig-B, (b)

BHSig-H, and (c) UTSig datasets in ten-time random data splittings. The ranges within their standard

deviations are filled up with lighter colors.

of the rejection function r(x)9.

The usefulness of the rejection function r(x) in our LwR model was further confirmed

by other detailed observations as follows. First, r(x) could reject more samples that are

better to be rejected. Specifically, for BHSig-B, 61% of the misclassified samples of

SigNet were rejected by r(x), whereas 56% by “SigNet+thre.” This indicates that our385

r(x) could reject ambiguous samples (i.e., PCFs) appropriately to achieve more reliable

verification results. The second observation is about the collaboration between f(x) and

r(x). If we make a decision just by the classification function f(x) (instead of Eq.(1)),

we will have a certain amount of misclassified samples. The r(x) could successfully reject

9To thoroughly evaluate the proposed methods, we conducted an additional experiment on dataset

BHSig-B following the ICDAR2021 competition guidelines [52], where skilled forgery and random forgery

signatures were simultaneously included during training and evaluated separately. The results show a

high accuracy of 0.976 for skilled forgery (coverage=0.7) and a notable accuracy of 0.927 for random

forgery. Importantly, there was no significant degradation by mixing skilled and random forgeries for

training.
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(c) Examples from UTSig

Figure 9: Examples of signature pairs that LwR rejects. Like Fig. 7, blue signatures are genuine (G or

Q+) and red are skilled-forgery (Q−). Accordingly, the blue bracket indicates a positive pair for x+,

and the red indicates a negative pair for x−. All these signature pairs are “unwanted survivors” from

“SigNet+thre;” they were misclassified by SigNet but not rejected by “SigNet+thre.”

around 71% of them. This reveals the effectiveness of co-training f and r.390

Figures 8 (a), (b), and (c) show the accuracy and the actual coverage C at differ-

ent target coverage c ∈ {0.7, 0.75, 0.8, 0.85, 0.9, 0.95, 1.0}, for BHSig-B, BHSig-H, and

UTSig, respectively. First, the graphs show that our LwR model achieves better or

equal accuracy than SigNet (the orange horizontal line) at any c. Second, when c is

small (c = 0.7 ∼ 0.85), our LwR model achieves higher accuracies than “SigNet+thre,”395

even though their actual coverages C are almost the same. Interestingly, when c is

large (c = 0.85 ∼ 1.0), ours made fewer actual rejections (than c) while keeping almost

the same accuracy with “SigNet+thre.” (Recall that ours rejects fewer samples than

specified if unnecessary.) These trends show that our rejection function r contributes

appropriately to reliable verification results.400

5.3.2. Qualitative evaluation of LwR

Figure 9 shows rejected pairs by our LwR. These signature pairs were misclassified

by SigNet and not rejected by “SigNet+thre.” Namely, they are pairs that could not
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Table 2: The quantitative evaluation results of our top-rank learning with PCFs. The fact that UTSig

shows a low pos@top proves the signatures in UTSig are very unstable and, thus, difficult to achieve

highly reliable verification. Note again that SigNet is the state-of-the-art method in the skilled-forgery-

only condition. All values are the average of ten random data splittings with their standard deviation.

Dataset Methods pos@top (↑) Accuracy (↑) AUC (↑) EER (↓)

BHSig-B
SigNet 0.147±0.135 0.861±0.040 0.935±0.031 0.137±0.042

Top 0.390±0.128 0.882±0.042 0.956±0.024 0.112±0.041

BHSig-H
SigNet 0.091±0.072 0.835±0.028 0.916±0.024 0.164±0.029

Top 0.092±0.086 0.838±0.034 0.925±0.026 0.153±0.032

UTSig
SigNet 0.001±0.001 0.670±0.014 0.744±0.021 0.323±0.017

Top 0.005±0.005 0.642±0.028 0.697±0.075 0.345±0.027

be rejected by SigNet with a threshold-based rejection option. From this figure, we can

observe the following facts:405

• Our LwR model rejects negative pairs x− (pairs of genuine G and skilled-forgery

Q−, in the red brackets), appropriately, even when Q− shows high similarity with

G. Note again that “SigNet+thre” cannot reject these negative pairs. This proves

the superiority of the rejection ability of LwR, whose rejection function is co-trained

to reject the misclassification.410

• Our LwR model could reject even positive pairs x+ (in the blue brackets) to keep

the high reliability of its verification results. In other words, our model is sensitive

to intra-writer differences and thus willing to reject positive pairs when the intra-

writer differences are close to the differences with skilled forgeries. (Note again

that these positive pairs were misclassified as negative pairs by SigNet.)415

5.4. Results with top-rank learning

5.4.1. Quantitative evaluation of top-rank learning

Table 2 shows the quantitative evaluation results of the original SigNet and our top-

rank learning model with PCFs. Our model with PCFs achieved higher pos@top than

SigNet on all three datasets, proving that our model can determine highly reliable genuine420
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(a) BHSig-B dataset

SigNet
Top-rank

(b) BHSig-H dataset

SigNet
Top-rank

(c) UTSig dataset

SigNet
Top-rank

Figure 10: The ROC curves on (a) BHSig-B, (b) BHSig-H, and (c) USTig datasets. Ten random data

splittings (the thin lines) and their average (the bold line) of both SigNet and top-rank learning are

shown. The ranges of standard deviations are filled up with lighter colors around the average ROC

curves. The beginning parts of the ROC curves are zoomed in to observe their vertical parts that

correspond to absolute positives.

signatures as absolute positives10. We will show examples of absolute positive samples

in a later section.

Figure 10 shows ROC curves for the three datasets. The beginning part of each

curve is zoomed in to observe its leftmost vertical position, whose length is relative to

the number of absolute positives (i.e., relative to pos@top). For all datasets, our model425

shows a keener raise at the beginning of ROC than SigNet. This observation also proves

that our model contributes to finding more highly reliable signatures as absolute positives.

It is noteworthy that our top-rank learning model shows better accuracy, AUC, and

EER, on BHSig-B and BHSig-H. The objective of top-rank learning is to maximize the

number of absolute positives, and therefore, there was a risk of degradations in the other430

evaluation metrics, such as accuracy. However, our model outperforms SigNet at these

metrics and shows state-of-the-art performance.

10To ensure a fair comparison, we also evaluated a normal learning-to-rank method using ranking

scores for optimization. Using the same model structure, this comparative method achieved a prelimi-

nary pos@top of 0.09. Moreover, In accordance with the training protocol outlined in the ICDAR2021

competition guidelines [52], we conducted an additional experiment on dataset BHSig-B that incorpo-

rates a combination of skilled and random forgeries during the training phase, followed by their respective

evaluation. The pos@top values obtained are as follows: skilled forgery achieved 0.435, while random

forgery achieved 0.005. Due to the feature extractor’s specialization for skilled forgery, achieving a high

pos@top in random forgery scenarios without modifying the feature extractor is challenging.
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Figure 11: The reason that UTSig cannot achieve higher pos@top. It is possible to observe how the

genuine signatures of three randomly-chosen writers fluctuated largely.

5.4.2. What does a low pos@top of UTSig mean?

The low pos@top of UTSig in Table 2 shows that our top-rank learning model can de-

tect an unstable signature dataset that inherently has difficulty achieving high reliability.435

For UTSig, the value of pos@top was just 0.5% (even though it is still higher than 0.1% of

SigNet). This result suggests that signatures in UTSig have significant intra-writer vari-

ability. Thus the difference between two genuine signatures is often more significant than

between genuine and skilled-forgery signatures. This suggestion is confirmed by Fig. 11,

where genuine signatures from three writers show significant intra-writer variability.440

Consequently, having the low pos@top value of UTSig reveals a new aspect of sig-

nature verification. If we measure the verification performance by the standard metrics,

such as AUC and accuracy, we cannot find how risky Persian signatures are in UTSig. In-

stead, by evaluating pos@top, we now know that UTSig has only a few absolute positive

signatures, which are very hard to forge even by skilled forgery.445

5.4.3. Qualitative evaluation of top-rank learning

Figure 12 shows absolute positives, top-ranked negatives, non-absolute positives, and

negatives for each dataset. (Except for the top-ranked negative, all those examples are

randomly chosen.) This figure shows that the signature pairs in absolute positives are

far more similar than other signature pairs ranked behind them. This high similarity450

demonstrates the high reliability of our PCF-based top-rank learning model. In our

skilled-forgery-only condition, skilled-forgery signatures very similar to genuine signa-

tures are selected as the top-ranked negatives. The absolute positive pairs achieve higher
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Figure 12: Examples of the absolute positive, top-ranked negative, non-absolute positive, and negative

signature pairs from three datasets ranked by our top-rank learning model.
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similarity than these top-ranked negative pairs (i.e., hard-negatives) and thus are very

reliable.455

Comparison between absolute positive and non-absolute positive pairs also suggests

that our absolute positives are reliable. Especially for BHSig-B and BHSig-H, the paired

genuine samples of non-absolute positives are also very similar; they do not show large

intra-writer differences. As shown in Table 2, only 39% and 9.2% of positive pairs

are selected as absolute positives for BHSig-B and BHSig-H. This severe selection for460

absolute positives indicates that our method is useful for deriving a limited number of

highly reliable signatures that will not be disturbed even by “very skilled” forgeries.

6. Limitations and Future Work

Although we verified that the PCFs work appropriately for highly reliable signature

verification, the current work has the following limitations. First, we applied PCFs465

only to signature verification, but we can apply them to different tasks that require

high reliability. For example, person reidentification can be an appropriate and direct

application.

Second, various (state-of-the-art) feature extraction methods can be employed for

deriving PCFs. We currently use a simple contrastive metric learning method for a470

fair comparison with the state-of-the-art method, i.e., SigNet [5]. We, however, can use

the feature extraction and selection approach in [50] for deriving PCFs. Moreover, the

framework of [51] can be the main body for the representation learning of PCFs. These

combinations are expected to improve the prediction performance further.

Thirdly, Our study primarily focused on skilled forgery and did not address random475

forgery scenarios. This decision was motivated by our emphasis on enhancing reliability,

capturing subtle features, and signature authenticity. However, future research could

explore adapting our methods to tackle random forgery by incorporating specialized

feature extraction techniques tailored to this specific challenge.

As part of our future work, we envision combining the proposed top-rank learning480

approach with the LwR method and applying them to other scenarios beyond signature

verification. This integration has the potential to enhance the performance and gener-

alizability of our methods in different application domains. Furthermore, expanding the
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scope of our research to include diverse datasets is crucial. By incorporating datasets

with different authenticity constraints, we can gain valuable insights into the broader485

applicability of our methods, evaluate their performance in real-world scenarios, and

understand their effectiveness in diverse contexts.

7. Conclusion

Reliability is crucial for signature verification, especially in the writer-independent

and skilled-forgery-only condition. To improve the signature verification task’s reliabil-490

ity, we newly introduce two highly reliable machine learning frameworks, learning-with-

rejection (LwR) and top-rank learning. We propose the paired contrastive feature (PCF)

to use those frameworks for the task. The PCF enables handling a pair of input sam-

ples (query and reference signatures) as a single feature and thus introduces the two

frameworks to the verification task.495

Quantitative and qualitative experimental results verified that the proposed models

(i.e., LwR with PCF and top-rank learning with PCF) could achieve reliable verification.

Significantly, these methods improve the reliability of SigNet [5], which is the state-of-

the-art baseline of the skilled-forgery-only verification condition. Specifically, LwR with

PCF can reject samples that harm classification reliability while automatically adjusting500

the rejection function. The top-rank learning model with PCF is beneficial to certify

highly reliable verification results as absolute positive samples, which are the positive

samples ranked higher than all negative samples. The number of absolute positives also

indicates the reliability of a given dataset; if the number is small, the signatures in the

dataset are hard to be certified due to large intra-writer variability.505
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